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Abstract
The Moon is used as a target volume for ultra-high energy neutrino
searches with terrestrial radio telescopes. The LUNASKA project has
conducted observations with the Parkes and ATCA telescopes; and, most
recently, with both of them in combination. We present an analysis of
the data obtained from these searches, including validation and calibra-
tion results for the Parkes-ATCA experiment, as well as a summary of
prospects for future observations.
1 Introduction
The use of the Moon as a target volume for ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrino
searches, monitored with terrestrial radio telescopes, was originally suggested
in 1989 by Dagkesamanskij and Zheleznykh [1]. The detection principle is to
search for the radio pulse, produced via the Askaryan effect [2], from a neutrino-
initiated particle cascade in the lunar regolith. This technique was first applied
with the Parkes radio telescope in 1995 by Hankins et al. [3], and has been the
focus of an increasing tempo of experiments in recent years [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Compared to experiments searching for radio emission produced via the
same mechanism by neutrino-initiated cascades in Antarctic ice [10, 11], the
maximum aperture for neutrino detection is larger due to the greater detector
volume within the field of view of the radio instrument; but the minimum thresh-
old neutrino energy is higher, as an interacting neutrino must be particularly
energetic to produce a radio pulse which can be detected at the distance of the
Moon. These properties are further dependent on the radio frequency at which
the instrument operates: experiments using low frequencies (100–300 MHz), at
which the radio emission from the cascade is weaker but more broadly beamed,
have still larger apertures and higher thresholds than experiments using high
frequencies (1–3 GHz). These lunar experiments are therefore best suited to
detecting neutrino spectra which extend beyond energies of ∼ 1021 eV (for high
frequencies) or ∼ 1022 eV (for low frequencies). Such neutrino spectra are not
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expected from interactions of cosmic rays (CRs) with the cosmic microwave
background [12], but may arise from top-down models of UHE CRs, in which
they may originate from topological defects such as cusps and kinks in cosmic
strings [13, 14]. In the absence of neutrinos from top-down models, lunar exper-
iments are likely to, as they become more sensitive, detect CRs directly before
they detect neutrinos [15].
Much work has been done to determine the effective neutrino apertures of
lunar experiments, but significant uncertainties still remain. The analytic cal-
culations of Gayley et al. [16] are reasonably consistent with the Monte Carlo
simulations of Beresnyak [17] and James and Protheroe [18], while the simu-
lations of Gorham et al. [19] and Scholten et al. [20] are around an order of
magnitude more optimistic. At high frequencies, the effects of small-scale lu-
nar surface roughness are important, as it scatters the radio emission across a
range of directions: James et al. [6] find that this leads to a small decrease in
aperture near the threshold energy, but a large improvement (∼ 20×) at higher
energies. The aperture is also strongly dependent on the neutrino-nucleon cross-
section, which is poorly constrained at energies above ∼ 1018 eV, beyond the
reach of particle accelerator experiments. UHE neutrinos may, in addition to
the usual weak interactions, interact via the formation and subsequent decay
of a microscopic black hole, which leads to a larger cross-section than expected
from standard model physics [21, 22]. James et al. [6] and Jeong et al. [15] find
that this strongly enhances the aperture of lunar neutrino experiments; conse-
quently, some combinations of models of enhanced cross-sections (from black
hole formation) and enhanced neutrino fluxes (from top-down UHE CR origin
models) may already be excluded by current experiments.
1.1 LUNASKA experiments
The sensitivity of a lunar experiment to neutrinos depends on the sensitivity
of the radio telescope with which it is performed. The capabilities of radio
telescopes are improving rapidly, which allows greater sensitivity to neutrinos
without requiring the development of expensive dedicated instruments. Much
of this effort is directed towards the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)1, an inter-
national radio telescope with a total collecting area of 1 km2 scheduled to begin
construction in 2016. The LUNASKA (Lunar Ultra-high energy Neutrino As-
trophysics with the SKA) project aims to develop the theory and experimental
practice required to perform a lunar neutrino experiment with the SKA when
it is complete, through a series of experiments with existing instruments.
The first LUNASKA experiment was conducted in 2008 with three 22 m
antennas of the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), operating in the
frequency range 1.2–1.8 GHz. No coincident radio pulses from the Moon were
detected in 33.5 hours of observations, allowing a limit to be placed on the UHE
neutrino flux [6].
The second LUNASKA experiment used the 64 m antenna of the Parkes
radio telescope, observing for 173.5 hours in 2010. This experiment used the
Parkes 21 cm multibeam receiver, which has a frequency range of 1.2–1.5 GHz.
An anticoincidence filter between its separate beams was applied, and was suc-
cessful in excluding the background of radio frequency interference (RFI).
1http://www.skatelescope.org/
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The most recent LUNASKA experiment was conducted in 2011, using both
of the above telescopes. The Parkes radio telescope was used as in the previous
experiment; and, in addition, also triggered the storage of buffered data on five
antennas of the ATCA. Due to an upgrade [23], the ATCA frequency range was
expanded to 1.1–3.1 GHz, making it sufficiently sensitive to confirm or reject a
possible detection with the Parkes radio telescope.
In this article, we provide an update on our experiment with the Parkes ra-
dio telescope, describing the signal-processing strategies used to maximize the
sensitivity (Section 2), and the successful rejection of the RFI background (Sec-
tion 3). We also present preliminary results from the combined Parkes-ATCA
experiment, showing the specialized calibration required for this application
(Section 4), and describe the prospects for lunar neutrino experiments with
some future radio instruments (Section 5).
2 Signal optimization for the Parkes experiment
The properties of the radio pulse from a particle cascade are known from sim-
ulation and experiment, and the dominant noise in this type of experiment —
primarily thermal radiation from the Moon — is extremely Gaussian (though
RFI is an exception to this: see Section 3). Under these conditions, the signal-to-
noise ratio is optimized by passing the signal through two filters: a pre-whitening
filter, which gives the noise a flat spectrum; followed by a matched filter, which
matches the expected shape of the pulse (see e.g. [24], ch. 42). These two fil-
ters can be combined into a single filter, which is fully described by its transfer
function in the frequency domain. The required characteristics of the filter can
be conceptually separated as different properties of its transfer function.
The amplitude of the transfer function represents the optimization of the
filter bandpass to match the spectrum of the pulse. However, the spectrum of
the radio pulse from a particle cascade depends on the angle from which it is
viewed [25]. For this experiment, we chose a bandpass optimized for a cascade
viewed from a point precisely on the Cherenkov cone, to minimize the threshold
neutrino energy. However, due to the small fractional bandwidth (300 MHz
bandwidth divided by a center frequency of 1.35 GHz), applying this bandpass
caused only a 1–2% improvement in sensitivity. Future experiments, with larger
fractional bandwidths, will have larger potential gains from optimizing their
bandpass.
Variation in the phase of the transfer function corresponds to a delay in the
expected pulse arrival time: linear variation causes a frequency-independent
delay, which is unimportant; but quadratic and higher terms correspond to
frequency-dependent dispersion, which affects the pulse amplitude. The radio
pulse from a particle cascade is not initially dispersed, but becomes so as it
passes through the Earth’s ionosphere. For our experiment, the loss of sensitivity
from this effect would be ∼ 20% (see Figure 1), were it not corrected by our
dedispersion filter.
The constant term in the phase of the transfer function also relates to the
shape of the expected pulse. The radio pulse from a particle cascade is known to
have a bipolar shape from both simulation [26] and experiment [27], indicating
that the phase of the pulse is ±pi/2. However, in our experiment we converted
the signal from radio frequency (RF) to intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing it
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Figure 1: Effect of ionospheric dispersion on the fractional recovered ampli-
tude of a pulse, assumed to have a flat spectrum across the frequency range
1.2–1.5 GHz, after all other optimizations are applied. The amount of dispersion
is determined by the column density of electrons in the ionosphere, measured in
Total Electron Content Units (1 TECU = 1016 electrons m−2). Typical values
in our experiment were 10–20 TECU, and were corrected for by our dedispersion
filter.
with a local oscillator signal: this adds the unknown phase of the local oscillator
to the phase of the pulse, effectively randomising it, so it is not possible to design
a filter to match it [28]. The mean loss of sensitivity from this effect is ∼ 6%
(see Figure 2); we corrected for this by calculating the signal envelope, which
restores the full amplitude of the pulse, but this also increases the amplitude
of the noise by ∼ 2% (see Figure 5), so there is still a small net loss in the
signal-to-noise ratio.
The analog signal in a radio telescope is sampled only at a limited number
of points, which will typically not record the peak amplitude of a pulse [6].
However, the values of the signal between the sampled points, including the
peak of the pulse, can be reconstructed through interpolation as a consequence
of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. We performed limited (two-fold)
interpolation in real time, decreasing the mean loss of sensitivity from ∼ 7% to
∼ 2% (see Figure 3), with finer interpolation in later processing.
3 Results from the Parkes experiment
The LUNASKA experiment with the Parkes radio telescope used the 21 cm
multibeam receiver, with multiple beams directed on the limb of the Moon as
shown in Figure 4. Apart from increasing the neutrino aperture of the exper-
iment compared to a single beam, this also provided a means to discriminate
against RFI: a pulse from a lunar particle cascade should appear only in a single
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Figure 2: Effect of frequency downconversion on the fractional recovered am-
plitude of the radio pulse from a particle cascade, as a function of the phase
of the local oscillator signal relative to the pulse. When this phase is zero, the
pulse shape is bipolar, minimising its peak amplitude. The solid line is for our
experiment, with an IF band of 50–350 MHz out of a possible 512 MHz; the
dotted line is for an experiment which uses its entire IF band.
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Figure 3: Effect of a finite sampling rate on the fractional recovered amplitude
of a pulse, as a function of the offset between the sample times and the pulse
peak. The solid line is for the IF band of our experiment, with the dashed line
incorporating the effects of the partial interpolation we performed in real time;
the dotted line is for an experiment which uses its entire IF band.
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Figure 4: Example pointing of beams of the Parkes radio telescope relative to the
Moon in our observations. The limb beams receive less thermal radiation from
the Moon than the half-limb beam, resulting in a lower system temperature Tsys
and greater sensitivity to radio pulses. The off-Moon beam is more sensitive still,
but cannot detect neutrinos interacting in the lunar regolith: it is used only for
anticoincidence RFI rejection. Crosses indicate the alignment of the orthogonal
linear polarizations of each beam; for each of the limb beams, one polarization
is aligned radially to the Moon and the other tangentially.
beam of the receiver, while RFI, entering through the antenna sidelobes, appears
in all beams simultaneously. To exploit this, we implemented an anticoincidence
criterion in our backend hardware: an event, consisting of a high-significance
peak in the measured signal voltage, triggered the storage of buffered data on all
beams, but only if it exceeded the trigger threshold on only a single beam (within
a 200 ns window). The stored data were then fully optimized as described in
Section 2, and subjected to a further series of cuts to exclude remaining RFI.
The first cut, which removed the majority of the remaining RFI, rejected
events with either peaks in multiple beams or repeated peaks in a single beam,
with a window extending out to several microseconds (the length of a buffer of
stored data). The RFI events removed by this cut were clustered on timescales
of several seconds; assuming that RFI in the remaining events would also be
clustered, we applied a second cut to reject all pairs of high-significance (> 8σ)
events within 10 s of each other. Finally, we applied a third, tighter anticoin-
cidence cut, with a narrower time window (40 ns) allowing us to set a lower
threshold for exclusion.
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Figure 5: Histogram of peak amplitude (relative to the noise) in events recorded
during the experiment with the Parkes radio telescope, before and after cuts
to reject RFI (described in text), with a bin width of 0.1σ. Also shown are
the expected numbers of peaks: from raw, sampled Gaussian noise; the same
after interpolation; and after forming the signal envelope (which represents the
processing actually performed on the data). The deficit of recorded peaks at
small amplitudes is due to incomplete triggering; the excess at large amplitudes
is due to RFI, and is effectively removed by the cuts.
Histograms of peak amplitudes after each of these three cuts are shown in
Figure 5. Together, they rejected effectively all of the RFI, with no significant
excess events remaining over those expected from random noise. However, they
had a ∼ 7% false rejection rate from the random noise, and an unknown false
rejection rate for pulses of lunar origin with sufficient intensity to be detected
through sidelobes of multiple beams. Neglecting these effects, Figure 6 shows a
preliminary estimate of the neutrino aperture of our experiment. A full analysis
of our experiment’s sensitivity, and the limit it places on the neutrino flux, is in
preparation.
4 Joint Parkes-ATCA experiment
Our experiment using the Parkes and ATCA telescopes in combination aimed
to establish the capability to detect a radio pulse with both telescopes simul-
taneously. This would greatly improve the strength of RFI rejection: if a lone
high-amplitude pulse were seen with the Parkes radio telescope alone, it would
be unclear whether it originated from a lunar particle cascade or from local RFI
that our cuts had failed to exclude; but the detection of a pulse with both of
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Figure 6: Neutrino apertures (thin lines) for the LUNASKA experiment with
the Parkes radio telescope, for the individual beams shown in Figure 4. The
limb beam has a larger aperture than the half-limb beam partly due to its
lower system temperature, and partly because it has one linear polarization
aligned radially to the Moon, parallel to the expected polarization of the radio
pulse from an interacting neutrino; the tangential polarization has a much lower
aperture. The combined aperture of all beams shown in Figure 4 (thick solid
line) is compared with the apertures of other recent lunar neutrino experiments:
the previous LUNASKA experiment with the ATCA (for a limb pointing) [6],
RESUN [8] and NuMoon [9]. In this pointing configuration, the LUNASKA
Parkes experiment has a greater instantaneous sensitivity to neutrinos than
previous experiments in its energy range; the NuMoon experiment was sensitive
to neutrinos at higher energies because it operated at a lower radio frequency.
Note that these apertures are based on different models: all LUNASKA curves
are based on the simulations of James and Protheroe [18], the curve for RESUN
is based on the analytic model of Gayley et al. [16], and the NuMoon curve
is based on the simulations of Scholten et al. [20]. Data reduction for the
joint Parkes-ATCA experiment is not yet complete, and the aperture for this
experiment is not shown.
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these telescopes (with a separation of 300 km), with the relative times of arrival
indicating a lunar origin, would conclusively exclude the possibility of local RFI.
To exploit the full sensitivity of the ATCA, it is necessary to coherently
combine the signals from its individual antennas, forming a tied-array beam.
To cover a significant fraction of the Moon, multiple such beams are required,
which is impractical to achieve in real time. Instead, we buffered the signal on
each antenna individually, and stored the buffered data when triggered by the
detection of a pulse by the Parkes radio telescope. Tied-array beams can then
be formed from these data in later processing to discover if the pulse was also
detected by the ATCA.
Two forms of calibration required for this experiment, made more difficult
by the requirement that they be performed with the limited buffered data stored
by the above procedure, are the delay calibration between the Parkes and ATCA
telescopes, and between the separate antennas of the ATCA. For the first, we
used the BeiDou-1C satellite as a calibrator source, achieving a timing precision
of ∼ 50 ns, which is more than sufficient to determine whether a pulse originated
from the Moon [29]. For the second, we used the astronomical source 3C273,
and calibrated the phases and delays as shown in Figure 7.
The ATCA applies its own approximate delay correction, to the nearest
sampling interval (0.25 ns), which is responsible for the pattern seen in Figure 7.
The next stage in the data reduction for this experiment is to remove this
approximate correction and replace it with a more precise correction, allowing
the coherent combination of the ATCA antennas to form a tied-array beam on
the Moon.
5 Future prospects
As the sensitivity of available radio instruments determines the sensitivity of
lunar neutrino experiments, it is worthwhile to look at current developments
in this field which may be useful in this application. One such development is
the phased array feed (PAF), such as the design developed for the Australian
SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP), which samples the electric field at multiple points
in a telescope’s focal plane and forms beams through later digital processing.
If a PAF were mounted on the Parkes radio telescope, as has been proposed
for other astronomical applications, beams could be formed around the entire
limb of the Moon rather than the limited coverage shown in Figure 4, allowing a
∼ 10× increase in neutrino aperture. The PAFs developed for ASKAP also have
a frequency range of 0.7–1.8 GHz, which is a substantial improvement over the
1.2–1.5 GHz of the current Parkes 21 cm multibeam receiver; if fully processed,
this increased bandwidth would allow a ∼ 2× decrease in the threshold neutrino
energy.
Looking further into the future, the site decision for the SKA, which will be
a substantial improvement over all current instruments, was made in May 2012:
its high-frequency component will be located in South Africa and its low-frequency
component at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) in Aus-
tralia, both to start construction in 2016. The details of its signal path and
its suitability for the nanosecond-scale pulse detection required in this applica-
tion are yet to be determined; but its low-frequency precursor at the MRO, the
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA), is likely to influence its design.
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Figure 7: Phase and delay calibration for polarization A of all baselines between
antennas 1–4 of the ATCA. Phases show a linear drift, with the rate depending
on the baseline length, as the calibration source moves across the sky. Delays
are roughly constant, due to the telescope’s automatic delay correction.
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6 Conclusion
The LUNASKA project has conducted a series of experiments with the Parkes
and ATCA radio telescopes to search for UHE neutrinos using the Moon as a
target volume. We have developed signal processing techniques to maximize the
sensitivity of such experiments, which will be required in order to fully realize
the potential of future radio telescopes to detect neutrinos at the very highest
energies.
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